linea MATIK

SECURITY DOORS

MATIK premium
ELECTRONIC
RELIABILITY
MATIK Vip, MATIK Premium,
MATIK App and MATIK - are four
models with an electronic closing and
opening system.
They are powered by batteries or the
mains. Electronic technology is user
friendly. The mechanical key allows
door opening in case of power cut.

MATIK premium
single leaf doors,
with windows, sidelight
and fanlight as well, are
tested Class 4
anti-burglary resistant
according
to EN 1627:2011 norm.


The
electronic doors in the MATIK
range combine security and
functionality.
They provide the same security
guarantee as the mechanical models
but in addition offering the functional
advantages of electronic technology.
A wide range of handles and covering
panels, which are suitable for both
- design, contemporary and classical
environments - complete the range.

anti burglary
resistance

CLASS 4

A digital keyboard
on the external side,
a push button
on the inner side
for enabling and disabling
automatic opening
and for programming.

external side (standard version)

external side with extra digital keyboard
and additional transponder system

Electronics accessories (extra)
electric power supply with transformer (batteries excluded)
connection to remote control
additional transponder system (mechanical key excluded)
weatherproof backlit external digital keyboard with transformer to be connected
to the mains – gold/silver color available
color video camera for external connections to video (to be connected to the mains),
with transformer, chrome color available
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MATIK premium
anti burglary
resistance
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marking

CONFIGURATIONS
We can create arch
or outsized models

CONFIGURATIONS

AVAILABLE
ALSO IN

We can create arch
or outsized models

DOUBLE
LEAF

N°2 hinges, adjustable
horizontally, vertically
and in depth
N°5 hinge-bolts
Reinforcing omega
Internal sheet
Insulation materials
Mobile drop sill
Perimetric rubber seal

Locking System

H handle 1050 mm
Double lock protection
plate
N°7 movable deadbolts
Sicurblock
Battery case

VERSION

anti burglary
resistance

CLASS 3

external sheet
internal sheet
reinforcing omega
insulation materials
power supply
locking system

10/10 bent on all 4 sides
8/10 bent on 2 sides
n. 3
included
n.6 batteries
with motorized motion

cylinder

Security cylinder with key to key system, with 1 temporary
red key (it cannot be duplicated) and 3 transponder contact
reading system containing mechanical keys for emergency opening.
CODE CARD-ownership one that guarantees against
unauthorized duplication of keys.

electronics accessories
movable deadbolts
“sicurblock”
lock protection
hinges
hinge-bolts
perimetric rubber seal
“securlock”
spyhole
mobile drop sill
“no air”

Anti – burglary resistance test
according to
EN 1627:2011 norm - CLASS 4
Value also applicable on models with windows,
or with fanlight/ sidelight

external side digital numeric keyboard / transponder reading contact;
inner side push button for enabling and disabling automatic opening and for programming
n. 7
safety catch
double: 20/10 steel + 20/10 manganese
n. 2 - adjustable horizontally, vertically and in depth
n. 5
on the frame and on the leaf
anti-drill and anti-wrench hardened steel defender for cylinder protection
included
with acoustic insulation seal
system against air passage

